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Abstract 
This paper explores the noh play Fujidaiko 富士太鼓 (The Fuji Drum) with the spirit possession 
motif. The story unfolds when a woman learns that her husband has been killed by a rival musician 
because of a dispute over a royal order assigning a drummer for an orchestral concert. The 
anguished wife becomes seemingly ‘possessed’ by her husband and conveys his resentment over 
his wrongful murder. Under the guise of spirit possession, the wife uncovers what would normally 
remain repressed and wards off social censure. Instead of making the manifestation scene the 
engrossing climax in its own right, as was the case for preexisting plays on the theme, Fujidaiko’s 
medieval playwright employs the possession motif as one part of a more elaborate plot highlighting 
the wife’s attempt to avenge injustice. 
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A noh dramatist and performer Zeami Motokiyo 世阿弥元清 (1363?-1443?) wrote or reworked a 

number of libretti on the monogurui 物狂い (derangement) motif. As a defining characteristic of 

Zeami’s noh, the shite シテ or principal actor’s inner feelings are revealed as the thematic crux of 
the performance and such emotions are poetically expressed, appealing to the “shared body of 
knowledge” of his elite medieval audiences. 1  In contrast, noh dramas postdating Zeami’s 
generation tend to give prominence more to dramatic tension than to the psychological dimensions 
of the shite’s internal conflict. The possession motif, in which some transcendent force takes 
control of the shite, was a conventional idea as seen in some of the earliest extant noh libretti, such 
as Sotoba Komachi 卒塔婆小町 (Komachi on the Stupa), a piece attributed to Zeami’s father, 

Kan’ami Kiyotsugu 観阿弥清次 (1333-1384). Sometime later the motif was adapted into a play 

titled Fujidaiko 富士太鼓 (The Fuji Drum) in an innovative manner.  
 
Varying Types of Madness Represented in Noh  
Fujidaiko probably gained popularity sometime later in the sixteenth century, as the first 
performance on record dates to 1516.2 Nonetheless, the belief in spirit possession is a rather old 
one. During the Heian 平安 period (794-1185) shamanistic practices already existed in Japan.3 
Engaging in song and dance was regarded as a form of trance for the purpose of delivering divine 
messages. Fujiwara Teika 藤原定家 (1162-1241), for example, described chanting and dancing as 

being unhinged in Meigetsuki 明月記 (The Record of the Clear Moon) that he kept from 1180 to 
1235.4 In medieval times a number of madwoman plays began to appear featuring a female 
protagonist who becomes distraught as a result of excessive attachment or obsession. Compared 
to older dramas on the theme of madness caused by supernatural powers, reflecting shamanistic 
beliefs, the internalization of monogurui is effective in creating more complex characterization. It 
is significant that Zeami recognized derangement as a result of emotional conflict, even though 
generally in his time it was believed to be caused by otherworldly forces.5 Zeami’s perspective on 
madness as the workings of one’s own mind was in part motivated by his artistic conviction to 
evoke deep emotions through performance. Although generally madwoman plays are classified 
into two types, the line between madness induced by external forces and trauma produced by 
internal suffering is not always distinct.6  

 
1 See Foley, Immanent Art, p. 44-45, for further discussion on the effect of “a shared body of knowledge that is [the 
audience’s] inheritance.”  
2 Takemoto and Hashimoto, Nō, kyōgen hikkei, p. 105. 
3 For a detailed account of trance phenomena in Heian Japan, see Sakō, "Heian-chō ni okeru hyōi genshō," pp. 51-55. 
4 See Moriya, Chūsei geinō no genzō, pp. 89-93, for more on belief in monogurui. 
5  Noh scholar Ōtani Setsuko 大谷節子  affirms that Zeami helped establish the view that monogurui was a 
psychological problem and that Zeami’s use of madness as a means of revealing hidden suffering was ingenious. For 
further discussion on Zeami’s monogurui, see Hosokawa, Itsudatsu no Nihon chūsei, pp. 24-25 and pp. 38-39. 
6 See Hosokawa, Itsudatsu no Nihon chūsei, p. 24 and Moriya, Chūsei geinō no genzō, pp. 108-109, for more details. 
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In classical spirit possession plays such as Aoi no Ue 葵の上 and Sotoba Komachi, a vengeful 
wraith typically enters the victim and inflicts anguish on her. The noh play Sotoba Komachi begins 
with a witty argument between a traveling priest and the legendary Heian poet Ono no Komachi 
小野小町 (ca, 833-857) while she is sitting on a stupa, a sacred object. Suddenly she is controlled 

by the apparition of her suitor, Fukakusa no Shōshō 深草少将. The suitor had died trying to visit 
her for a hundred consecutive nights, a pledge of his devotion to her that Komachi had commanded. 
Applying a psychoanalytic approach, Etsuko Terasaki delineates the manifestation scene: 
Komachi let Fukakusa take over her being, “making him the domineering figure so as to virtually 
‘hide’ herself in his being.” Terasaki elucidates this phenomenon, which evinces Komachi’s 
contrition for her cruel demand.7 Komachi’s putting on his robe signifies his sexual possession of 
her body and control of her mind; Komachi is now dominated and Fukakusa becomes the 
dominator. Terasaki’s readings of Komachi suggest that by allowing Fukakusa to dominate her in 
the form of spiritual transcendence, Komachi’s act of repentance is realized. The injuries that 
Komachi inflicted on Fukakusa are healed, and his grudge is appeased.  

In Sotoba Komachi, the spotlight is on Komachi, the possessed woman. In contrast, in the noh 
play Aoi no Ue adapted from Genji monogatari 源氏物語 (The Tale of Genji; 1001?-1014?), the 

possessing force of Rokujō Miyasudokoro 六条御息所 is the focus. The play unfolds when the 

Rokujō lady, a mistress of the literary protagonist Genji 源氏, appears as an angry spirit and 
torments Aoi no Ue, Genji’s wife.  

In contrast to the noh play, according to Doris Bargen, the literary supernatural dominance in 
The Tale of Genji is the women’s strategy of empowerment. Bargen emphasizes, “[Murasaki 
Shikibu’s] possessed female protagonists employ mono no ke as a creative device to express the 
otherwise inexpressive…the possessed woman is not a passive victim but an active agent who 
uses—subconsciously, surreptitiously, subversively—the charisma of others in the guise of mono 
no ke to empower herself.” 8  Bargen’s readings shed new light on a long tradition of Genji 
scholarship, which has been mostly focused on identifying and analyzing the possessing rather 
than the possessed. Aoi no Ue (the possessed) and Rokujō (the possessing) in The Tale of Genji 
are both viewed as victims of the Heian polygamous society. Bargen’s study proposes an entirely 
different dynamic between the possessed woman and her charismatic, empowering spirit, not as 
an antagonism (the male viewpoint), but as an alliance (the female viewpoint). In Bargen’s view, 
through otherworldly phenomenon the two female characters successfully achieve the effect of 
women’s union. 

In the noh play Aoi no Ue, the possessed woman is simply represented as a folded robe in order 
to accentuate the internal conflict and agony of the disembodied soul. In her analysis of Aoi no Ue, 
Janet Goff explains that, Aoi no Ue expands and reshapes some elements from the novel using a 
surprisingly small amount of material directly borrowed from The Tale of Genji. Characters such 

 
7 See Terasaki, Figures of Desire, pp. 100-114, for further discussion on the spiritual trance in Komachi. 
8 Bargen, A Woman's Weapon, p. 27. 
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as the shaman or sorceress are invented and a single figure, the holy man of Yokawa 横川, 
confronts the shite, the vengeful ghost of Rokujō.9 The anguish of the possessor is not caused by 
her inamorato, Genji, or her rival, Aoi no Ue, but is the result of her own worldly desire and 
obsession. We know that Aoi no Ue was revised by Zeami. Many madwoman plays written or 
reworked by Zeami feature the internal suffering of the character rather than highlighting 
supernatural domination, making it difficult to generalize about the nature of madwoman plays as 
a classification.  

 
Stylistic Differences: Post-Zeami Noh  
Although Fujidaiko has been attributed to Komparu Zenchiku 金春禅竹 (1405-1470), or Zeami, 
the authorship is not verifiable.10 The play stylistically varies from Zeami’s style. Zeami’s noh, as 
mentioned above, turns the spotlight solely on the shite actor, advocating poetic lyricism as the 
primary attraction. The shite’s veiled emotions are artistically conveyed in his/her chanting and 
dancing. Zeami must have been aware of the need to cater to the tastes of his patrons. They were 
the political and military leaders who sought to associate themselves with the aristocratic cultural 
heritage from the Heian period, partly for the purpose of legitimizing their authority. Many of 
Zeami’s works are based on earlier literature and well-known poetry. Zeami’s libretti, loaded with 
allusions to such classical works, provided his patrons with access to the aristocracy’s literary 
tradition, a source of mythical/symbolic power from which military leaders had until then been 
largely excluded, even though they wielded economic and political power.11   

By late medieval times, noh theatre had been accepted as an established and legitimate 
theatrical form. As Lim Beng Choo argues, noh plays postdating Zeami’s generation tend to pay 
more attention on dramatic tension and spectacular visual effects than on the psychological aspects 
of the shite’s internal conflict.12 Despite the general tendency of post Zeami plays, Shelley Fenno 
Quinn contends that pieces featuring spectacular staging or technical virtuosity were performed in 
Zeami’s time, according to the oldest extant record in 1427 of a complete program put on by 
sarugaku 猿楽 [or noh] professionals. As she further notes, the inclusion of the titles of such plays 
is surprising because until the program in question was discovered in 1999, many scholars had 
assumed that spectacular dramas were more characteristic of late Muromachi 室町 styles.13 The 
dramatic tension that Fujidaiko draws heavily on is thus not conclusive evidence whether it is a 
post Zeami play. Most probably, however, the play does postdate Zeami, judging from its first 
performance record and its innovative use of a rather old spirit possession motif. In fact, there was 

 
9 Goff, Noh Drama and The Tale of Genji, pp. 125-26. 
10 For more details of authorship, see Amano et al., Nobumitsu to Zeami igo, p. 360; Itō, Yōkyokushū 3, SNKS, p. 471; 
Kobayashi, Nishi, and Hata, Nōgaku daijiten, p. 775. Zenchiku is Zeami’s son-in-law. For a detailed analysis of 
“Zenchiku’s style,” see Atkins, Revealed Identity, pp. 19-25. 
11 See Marra, Representations of Power, p. 55, for further discussion on political dimensions in the development of 
noh. 
12 Choo, “Performing Furyū Nō,” p. 34. 
13 Quinn, Developing Zeami, pp. 31-32. 
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a record of an actual incident similar to what is featured in the play. In 1441, a court music 
performer was killed by a rival musician, and the victim’s wife committed arson and suicide 
afterwards.14 Whether this historical incident had a direct influence on the play is uncertain. It is 
noteworthy that dramas featuring current events are apt to attract wider audiences than the highly 
allusive style of Zeami’s works. Adapting a topical event for a stage performance is another 
distinctive attribute of dramas produced in the late Muromachi period.15 More interestingly, in 
Kaden (Transmission of the flower; 1402?-1418?), 16  Zeami cautioned his successors not to 
compose a play that shows a lack of harmony such as a piece with a female protagonist taken over 
by a male apparition or vice versa:  

 
…there’s nothing worse than a deranged woman possessed by a warring spirit from the 
realm of asuras or by demonic gods. If you exhibit a demonic rage when portraying a 
woman because you’ve made the possessing agent the focus of your performance, it is 
visually incongruous. But if, on the other hand, you make the portrayal of a woman the aim 
of your performance, then the logic for the possession won’t hold. In short, the secret is not 
to take such roles in your performances. 17 

 
The kind of performance that may have been considered to lack harmony in Zeami’s coterie could 
come to be considered as novel for diverse audiences in later generations. As an innovative sprit 
possession play, Fujidaiko has continued to maintain its popularity for over 500 years.18 The 
following analysis of the libretto will illustrate this unprecedented treatment of the spiritual trance 
scenario as an element that furthers the plot development. 
 
Textual Analysis of Fujidaiko 
The story begins when Emperor Hanazono 花園  (1297-1347) 19  plans to hold a seven-day 

orchestral concert at court and summons an accomplished drummer, Asama 浅間, from Tennōji 天

王寺,20 to perform. In the meantime, another celebrated virtuoso, Fuji 富士 from Sumiyoshi 住吉

 
14 Amano et al., Nobumitsu to Zeami igo, p. 360 and Nishino, Yōkyoku hyakuban, SNKBT 57, p. 637.  
15 The Muromachi period (1336-1573) is especially notable as an epoch for Japanese culture during which all kinds 
of arts and entertainment flourished. The Muromachi years were a seminal time for the development of noh as this art 
enjoyed the patronage of the Ashikaga 足利 shoguns. 
16 a.k.a. Fūshikaden 風姿花伝 or Transmission of style and the flower, 
17  See Hare, “Zeami: Performance Notes,” p. 34, for the translation of the passage; see Omote and Katō, ZZ Kaden, 
pp. 23-24, for the original Japanese text. 
18 From 1950 to 2009, for example, Fujidaiko has been performed 406 times, making it the 70th most performed piece 
out of 206, based on the data on the number of pieces performed by Kanze School. For more information, see 
Ōsumi,“Tēki ennō sōkaisū jun’ihyō” at http://jiuxia.web.fc2.com/Tokei/WebTBL2.htm. 
19 Emperor Hanazono abdicated the throne in favor of Emperor Godaigo 後醍醐 in 1318. See Koyama and Satō, 
Yōkyokushū 2, SNKBZ 59, p. 106n1, for further discussion. 
20 Refers to the place where Shitennō-ji 四天王寺 (Shitennō Temple) is located in present-day Osaka. Buddhist services 
were held regularly in a music hall (gakuso 楽所) there. See Koyama and Satō, Yōkyokushū 2, SNKBZ 59, p. 106n3, 
for more details. 

http://jiuxia.web.fc2.com/Tokei/WebTBL2.htm
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,21 arrives in the capital to present himself as another possible drummer for the concert against his 
wife’s plea for not doing so. Fuji’s wife had earlier in vain attempted to make him aware that 
presenting himself without a decree would be regarded as challenging imperial authority. Fuji 
ignored her efforts to persuade him to exercise prudence in such a sensitive matter. This interaction 
between Fuji and his wife casts Fuji’s wife in a more sympathetic light.  

Poetry conventionally plays a vital role in noh. In Fujidaiko, the emperor’s unfortunate 
extrapolation of a poem serves as an impetus for the narrative development. Upon hearing the 
drummers’ arrival, the emperor is amused because their names are the same as the names of two 
volcanoes and recalls an old poem, which was composed by a woman named Suruga in order to 
accompany her gift of incense to someone (possibly her lover): “As Mt. Asama in Shinano 信濃 
also flames [erupts], I wonder if the smoke that comes from the love flames of Mt. Fuji could have 
that much effect?”22 “Smoke from Mt. Fuji” is likened to the smoke of her incense because Mt. 
Fuji is located in Suruga 駿河, which is also her name. “Smoke from Mt. Fuji” furthermore could 
imply flames of love.23 By indicating her incense’s inferiority, she is taking a humble, deferential 
stance.  

Despite the fact that the poet intended the reference to the inferiority of Mt. Fuji primarily as 
a deferential disclaimer, and secondarily as innuendo, the emperor takes this poem literally as 
proof of Fuji’s inferiority to Asama and concludes that Asama must be the better drummer. 
Consequently, Fuji is not considered as a replacement for Asama. This is an ironic twist since the 
image of Mt. Fuji as Japan’s highest mountain is traditionally invoked as an awe-inspiring symbol 
of eternal beauty and immortality in Japan. Since it was the supreme ruler who extrapolated on 
this poem to decide which of the two drummers should perform at court, no one dares to oppose 
his opinion. Asama baselessly grows indignant with Fuji for his assertiveness. He seeks out Fuji 
at his lodging and kills him.24 The audience learns what has happened when the waki ワキ (the 
supporting actor), performing the role of a royal servant, impassively narrates the incident. 
Asama’s manslaughter is not condemned publicly. Rather when Fuji’s tragic demise reported to 

 
21 Refers to the place where Sumiyoshi Shrine is located in Osaka. There was a gakuso in this area as well. For more 
information, see Itō, Yōkyokushū 3, SNKS, 161n2. 
22 Unless otherwise acknowledged, the translations of the Japanese texts are mine. This poem is listed in the second 
imperial anthology, Gosen waka shū 後撰和歌集 (Later Collection [of Japanese] Poetry; 951 ff.). See Kudō, Gosen 
waka shū, p. 284, for more on this poem. 
23 A strong associative link between the smoke from Mt. Fuji and the secret burning longing between lovers was first 
established in poems referring to Mt. Fuji found in the first imperial anthology Kokin waka shū 古今和歌集 (Collection 
of Ancient and Modern Japanese Poems; 905). This linking is partly based on further punning; the term ‘omohi 思ひ
’ in its classical spelling means ‘longing,’ and the word ‘hi’ may be read as ‘fire’ or ‘flames.” See Kubota, Fujisan no 
bungaku, pp. 35-39, for further discussion. 
24 There is a noh play titled Umegae featuring the same protagonist as in Fujidaiko. The storyline of Umegae is slightly 
different from that of Fujidaiko. In Umegae, Fuji is designated as a drummer for the music concert at court, which 
prompts Asama to kill Fuji. In spite of such discrepancies between the two plays, it is possible to appreciate both 
Fujidaiko and Umegae as variations while each of them provides a different perspective on the same incident. 
According to the data mentioned above, Fujidaiko was performed three times as frequently as Umegae. For more 
information, see http://jiuxia.web.fc2.com/Tokei/WebTBL2.htm. 

http://jiuxia.web.fc2.com/Tokei/WebTBL2.htm
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his wife, it is framed merely as an unfortunate event. The emperor passes capricious judgment on 
which of the two drummers is superior based on a poem about two mountains bearing the same 
names, and thereby disregards Fuji’s plea. Notwithstanding that Asama has no grounds for killing 
his already defeated opponent, he commits the act out of rage. Such a string of pathetic events as 
these that lead to Fuji’s death is not plausible. Yet, the waki’s narration of these incidents 
efficaciously presents Fuji’s wife more pitifully to the audience and creates tension in her mind. 
This tension becomes a catalyst for her slipping into monogurui later. 

Unaware of her husband’s death, the shite actor in the role of Fuji’s wife appears on stage with 
the kokata 子方 (a child actor) performing the role of her daughter by Fuji. On the night of Fuji’s 
departure for the capital, the wife has an ominous dream of rain on a moonlit night. The following 
day, she, nevertheless, sets out with her daughter. In the michiyuki 道行 (travel song) section,25 

Fuji’s wife suggests her sexuality by the term chigiri 契り, which indicates that a man and a woman 
may be united ceremonially, emotionally, and/or sexually. Her determination and impatience to 
see her husband is expressed with a sequence of ‘pivot words’ (kakekotoba 掛詞), or “syntactic 
doubling” in Edward Kamens’ terminology.26 For instance, when the shite actor (Fuji’s wife) sings 
“tsuki ochikakaru yama shiro mo 月落ちかかる 山城も” meaning ‘the moon is setting over yama 

山 (the mountain),’ they are already approaching Yamashiro 山城 (lit. Mountain Castle). This 
phrase plays on the double meaning of the term yama (mountains), which is also a part of the place 
name, Yamashiro. The punning on yama effectively illustrates both elapsed time/distance and the 
difficulties she has to overcome in order to reach her goal. As the journey comes to its end, her 
yearning for her husband is adumbrated by a series of ‘related words’ (engo 縁語) such as yume 

夢 (‘dreams’), utsutsu うつつ (‘reality’), au 会う(‘meet’), and otoko 男 (‘man’, ‘husband’, ‘lover’) 
that are conventionally used in love poems. Filled with wordplay, the michiyuki passage 
successfully evokes the wife’s intensifying longing throughout the journey. 

She hurries to the destination only to find out the bad omen of rain on a moonlit night indeed 
had been true; her tears wet her sleeves upon learning that her husband, Fuji, albeit such a 
celebrated musician, has vanished like the smoke of Mt. Fuji. Her word “Asama ni utare 
nasakenaku あさまに討たれ情けなく” evinces her sorrow and indignation. The term asama in her 
above-mentioned lines has multiple meanings: ‘The more I think about it, the more evident it 
becomes. How shameful it is! My husband was killed [by Asama].’ Asama, of course, refers to 
Fuji’s foe, Asama. As an old adjective, asamashi あさまし signifies a ‘shameful’ or ‘unexpected” 
condition. 27  Asama, moreover, indicates a condition which becomes ‘evident’ or ‘unveiled’ 

 
25 The ‘travel song’ is a stylized verse detailing the sights and emotions of a journey. In the michiyuki section, the 
sights of the journey are invoked, along with the emotions associated with travel. For the original Japanese text of this 
passage, see Koyama and Satō, Yōkyokushū 2, SNKBZ 59, p. 108. 
26 Kamens, Utamakura, Allusion, and Intertextuality, p. 123. 
27 Koyama and Satō, Yōkyokushū 2, SNKBZ 59, p. 109n3.  
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(arawa ni naru あわらになる).28 The polyvalent application of the word noted above is efficacious 
in concealing the wife’s condemnation of the killer Asama, the emperor’s chosen drummer on the 
one hand and her dismay and bewilderment on the other.  
 Fuji’s wife laments failing to prevent Fuji from carrying his plan into action. She is filled with 
remorse and deep affliction. As a kind of consolation, the emperor has her late husband’s robe and 
headpiece returned to her. Faced with unmistakable proof of her husband’s passing, she begins to 
grieve. She puts on the robe and headpiece; the chorus delineates her distraught state of mind as 
an impactful part of the diegesis.29 The brunt of the grudge the couple feels towards Asama is 
directed to the drum for a number of reasons—political, poetic, and theatrical.  
 
Conclusion 
In madwoman plays what is suppressed comes to the surface and multiple perspectives can be 
voiced; the protagonist divulges what would normally be socially unacceptable for her to verbalize. 
Fujidaiko is no exception. Fuji’s wife gives vent to her grudge while displaying her longing. The 
possessed wife releases resentment against her husband’s killer. The emperor is also implicated, 
since it is his misapplication of an old poem that leads to Fuji’s plight. The tacit criticism is 
unveiled at the moment of derangement.30 In Fujidaiko, the plot develops in adherence to the 
emperor’s whimsical rendering of the poem and consequent dismissal of Fuji, thereby making the 
poem an impetus for the plot development. What is also significant about the play is the innovative 
application of spirit possession. Both in Sotoba Komachi and Fujidaiko the female characters are 
taken over by the male wraith of a husband or lover who persists in enacting his unaccomplished 
desire even after death. Although women in these dramas are both ostensibly exploited by the 
masculine desire in their feminine bodies, they exhibit their own subjectivities and resistance. In 
the case of Fujidaiko, unlike Sotoba Komachi or other pieces, the possessed is not made the target 
for the wraith’s anger. Instead, the supposedly possessed is empowered to articulate her thoughts 
and indignation within the framework of monogurui of the ‘spirit possession’ archetype. 
Therefore, the tension and power struggle between the possessing and the possessed observed in 
preexisting noh dramas are absent in Fujidaiko. The voice of Fuji’s ghost and that of his wife 
merge into one and are aimed at a third party, the killer, Asama.  

Moreover, the most intriguing thing about Fujidaiko is in fact its ambiguity, concerning 
whether derangement is the work of supernatural powers or not. It is up to the audience to interpret 
whether she becomes unhinged out of her strong mourning, or whether actual manifestation of his 
presence drives her into such an altered state of mind. The two modes of monogurui—that resulting 
from passion and that resulting from spiritual transcendence—both emerge as possibilities in 
Fujidaiko.31 It could be argued that the playwright is exploiting the spirit possession convention 

 
28 Itō, Yōkyokushū 3, SNKS, p. 163n15.  
29 Koyama and Satō, Yōkyokushū 2, SNKBZ 59, pp. 110-12. 
30 The covert social satire of authority is not the theme of the play. Nevertheless, it should be noted that there is no 
noh text that comes as close as Fujidaiko to censuring the emperor, albeit in an indirect manner. 
31 Some noh scholars stress the implication of spirit possession in the play. See, for example, Amano et al., Nobumitsu 
to Zeami igo, p. 359; Koyama and Satō, Yōkyokushū 2, SNKBZ 59, p. 105; and Nishino, Yōkyoku hyakuban, SNKBT 
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for his own purposes. By means of the pretense that Fuji is speaking, the wife is allowed to vocalize 
her true feelings without censure. If she cannot control what comes out of her mouth because it is 
framed as the ghost dictating what she says, then she cannot be blamed for it. The equivocality 
leaves an opening for each performer or spectator’s rendition. Regardless of the cause of her loss 
of equilibrium, ultimately, the wife returns to sanity still yearning for her late husband, but no 
longer holding a grudge: “To celebrate our emperor’s thousand years of life,” she suggests, “let us 
play the propitious bugaku 舞楽 (court music) piece Taiheiraku 太平楽.”32 As is typical of the 
occasional nature of noh, in which celebratory themes are expected in the final phase of a play, or 
a program of plays, this one ends on an auspicious tone. 
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